
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are down 30 points at 34,601 and Crude Oil is up 1.45 cents at 80.80.

U.S. stock indexes were set to open lower on Monday as surging commodity prices added to inflation worries, 
clouding expectations for third quarter earnings season set to start with Wall Street banks later this week.

Monday, October 11, 2021

Upcoming Reports
Export Inspections – Tomorrow, 10:00 am
Crop Progress – Tomorrow, 3:00 pm

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: T-storms affect varying first-corn and soybean areas of Brazil on each of the next 14 days in a much earlier and wetter 
start to the rainy season than last year, which will likely encourage timely planting — especially since rains diminish in wet southern areas after more 
heavy t-storms Thu.-Sat. Argentina wheat needs rain, and some is forthcoming to at least one-third Wed.-Thu., but followed by a dry and cool period for 
at least 7 days. In the U.S., corn / soybean harvesting and wheat planting slow through Thursday as a powerful system produces pockets of rain and t-
storms, but dry and pleasant weather follow for 7 to 10 days to improve paces next week.

USDA is closed today for holiday. Tuesday will be USDA crop report, exports and crop progress

Conference Call Notes: Slow harvest weekend with wet/cloudy weather holding up progress.  Sales across the scale are light.  Majority of grain going on DP.  
Bean yields continue to be very good.  Corn remains highly variable.  Bean crush margins remain very strong driven by bean oil. Ethanol margins are very strong 
as well.  Heavy rains came across wheat country in the southwest.  Should make better harvest progress this week.  Market will remain quiet going into Tuesday 
USDA report.

Key to grain futures this week will be USDA report and any new China buying US Ag goods. Dalian soybean, corn, palmoil, soyoil futures are higher. 
Soymeal is lower. There appears to be some thawing of US and China relations. Could increase China buying US Ag goods. GSI commodity index rallied 
to new highs overnight led by rebound in Crude and grains. 

Fertilizer Index Hits Record, Threatening Higher Food Prices (1)
• Surge of North American nutrient gauge surpasses 2008 peak
• Rising prices threaten farmers and exacerbate food inflation

SOYBEAN/CEPEA: Rainfall favors sowing in BR; prices drop
Recent rains and forecasts for more rains have favored soybean sowing in important regions in Brazil. In the South, activities have been halted by high 
moisture this week. In southeastern and central-western Brazil, rainfall has been irregular, but sowing is advancing anyway. In the region of Matopiba, 
moisture has been higher, allowing soybean sowing to begin. In general, activities are more advanced than that in the same period last year.
In Paraná, according to Deral/Seab, 16% of the area estimated for the state had been sown until October 4, 8% up from that in the same period last year. 
In Mato Grosso, according to Imea, 6.6% of the soybean area had been sown until October 1st, 1.7% ahead of that in the same period of 2020

USDA FAS Cuts Estimates for Brazil Corn Harvest, Exports
Brazil’s corn production in the 2020-21 season, which began in March, is now seen at 85m tons, the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service says in a report 
on its website. That’s below the USDA’s official estimate of 86m tons. NOTE: USDA will issue its next world crop supply, demand estimates on 
Tuesday. Outlook for exports cut to 19m tons, below USDA official estimate of 22m tons. USDA projects decrease in wheat harvest in Kazakhstan, 
Russia, Uzbekistan - AKIpress News Agency

The United States Department of Agriculture projects wheat harvest in Kazakhstan to decrease by 12% to 12.5 million tons in 2021-2022. 
The wheat yield in Kazakhstan will be 980 kg per hectare, instead of 1.18 tons per hectare last season. A decrease in the wheat harvest is also forecasted in 
Russia by 15% to 72.5 million tons and in Uzbekistan by 8% to 6 million tons. Ukraine will see the wheat harvest growth by 30%, up to 33 million tons.

Alberta Harvest Is Almost Three Weeks Ahead and 96% Done
Harvest in the western Canadian province is ahead of the five-year average of 65% complete for this time of year, Alberta government says Friday.
Spring wheat and barley are 98% complete, with 93% of canola and oats harvested, crop report says. Green crops from second growth in canola fields 
delayed harvest in some regions. Durum, peas and lentil harvests are largely complete. Dryland crop yield estimates are 37% below the five-year average 
Estimated spring wheat yield is 31.6 bu/acre, with barley at 42.5 bu, canola at 28 bu and oats at 53.9 bu

Russian Farmers Get Upper Hand From Fertilizer Price Freeze
• Nation’s fertilizer producers extend lower prices to 2022
• Manufacturers are benefiting from a fixed gas price, low costs
Russian fertilizer producers agreed to extend a price freeze to the country’s farmers, giving them an advantage over foreign competitors who face surging 
costs.
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